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 CHILDREN OF DIVORCE 
 
 

The Paradox of our timeThe Paradox of our timeThe Paradox of our timeThe Paradox of our time in history is that we have taller buildings, but shorter tempers; 

wider freeways, but narrower viewpoints; we spend more, but have less; we buy more, but 

enjoy it less. 

 

We have bigger houses and smaller families; more conveniences, but less time; we have more 

degrees, but less sense; more knowledge, but less judgement; more experts, but fewer 
solutions; more medicine, but less wellness. 

 

We have multiplied our possessions, but reduced our values. 

We talk too much, love too seldom, and hate too often. 

We've learned how to make a living, but not a life; we've added years to life, not life to years. 
We've been all the way to the moon and back, but have trouble crossing the street to meet 

the new neighbour. 
 

We've conquered outer space, but not inner space; we've cleaned up the air, but polluted the 

soul; we've split the atom, but not our prejudice. 

 

We have higher incomes, but lower morals; we've become long on quantity, but short on 
quality. 

 

These are the times of tall men, and short character; steep profits, and shallow relationships. 

These are the times of world peace, but domestic warfare; more leisure, but less fun; more 

kinds of food, but less nutrition. 

 

These are the days of two incomes, but more divorce; of fancier houses, but broken homes. 

It is a time when there is much in the show window and nothing in the storeroom. 
 
Written by a High School Student 

 
 

7.1. THE REALITY OF DIVORCE FOR CHILDREN 
  
According to a 25-year study following 131 children, ranging between the ages of 3-18 years 
when their parents got divorced, children of divorce encounter difficulties in achieving love, 
sexual intimacy, and commitment to marriage and parenthood. 
 
It is well documented that in the last three decades 50% of all marriages ended up in divorce. It is 
a less known fact that half of the children affected by divorce are under the age of 6. These 
children will spend the bulk of their growing-up years in post-divorce families, often within a range 
of new relationships of one or both parents, and they will experiences new losses due to their 
parents’ broken love affairs or second and even third divorces. 
 
Children can and do suffer a great sense of loss as a result of the break-up. The foundation upon 
which their world has been built is shattered and the security every child clings to as part of their 
stability has disappeared. 
 
Divorce, according to research is 10 times more traumatic on the children than it is on the 
parents. This is mainly attributed to the fact that the children do not have any life experience 
(knowing that one can overcome). They cannot process all the complex feelings and emotions 
that they are thrust into, and as egocentric beings they perceive everything that happens in their 



lives is directly proportional to what they do, this mean to some degree they will blame 
themselves for what has happened to the family. 
 
Statistics being quoted are that one out of every three marriages end in divorce. More recent 
statistics reveal the following: 

o The stress of divorce can hasten the onset of puberty 
o 90% of children of divorced families suffered acute shock, with profound grieving and 

irrational fears. 
o 50% of the Children report feeling rejected and abandoned. 
o A third of the children feared abandonment by the remaining parent. 
o 66% Experience yearning for the absent parent with an overwhelming intensity. 
o Only 42% of children aged 14 to 18 live in a “first marriage” family 
o 50% of the fathers will be totally absent from their lives 3 years after the divorce 
o 37% of these children will experience a greater sense of unhappiness and dissatisfaction 

5 years from the date of the divorce, compared to 18months from the date of the divorce 
– indicating that time does not heal! 

 
Further statistics reveal that a child’s three greatest fears are the loss of a parent, public 
embarrassment and failure at school. Children of Divorce can suffer all 3 at the same time!! 
      No person stands as tall as the one who stoops down to help a hurting child 
 

7.2. THE EFFECTS OF DIVORCE ON CHILDREN 
 
Children of all ages are affected by divorce. Divorce represents: 

o a ripping apart of various relationships (child – parent, child – friends, child – pets …) 
o destruction of the home (the family unit) 
o wreaks havoc with a child's self identity and self esteem 

 
It is critical to understand that a child’s reaction to or handling of a divorce depends largely on 
their age. No two children go through the experience of divorce in the same manner.  All of the 
symptoms listed may be present in one child, and few or none in another.  But these 
characteristics are common among children in each age grouping. 
 
No matter what the age of your child, note substantial personality change, behavioural change, or 
recurring or serious physical illness and seek professional help for your child if any persist. 
 
 

7.2.1. Divorce And The Infant 
o An infant does not have a conscious memory. Not having use of language, 

infants don't consciously remember events. They do however have "feelings" 
memory. They carry memories within the unconscious. 

o As an infant, a child will pick up cues from the mother with reference to grief, 
depression and the like. Mommy’s mood is conveyed through changes in 
how she cares for the child. She may not be as relaxed or warm with the 
child as they are accustomed to, or the child may experience a change in 
eating or sleeping patterns because of disruptions in the mother’s schedule. 
The child may react to this by changing his or her own eating and sleeping 
habits. 

o Older infants notice when one parent is no longer living in the home. 
Reassure your child of your continued presence with physical affection and 
loving words. Keep the child’s favourite toys, blankets or stuffed animals 
close at hand.  

o It is important during this time for the mother to follow the usual routine as 
closely as possible. If the pattern needs to be adjusted, due to having to 



work and so on, then she should set up a new pattern and implement it as 
soon as possible.  

o From a developmental point of view, there are vital things an infant is 
learning even at one or two years old. Security, trust and associated areas, if 
damaged, can hinder the trust a child will exhibit in life down the road. 

o There are dangers of developing negative attitudes towards life during this 
time, or even becoming too lax with the child, this must be guarded against 
at all costs, no heroes, get help if you need it. To understand yourself is to 
create an environment that has insight and can effect change sooner than 
later! 

 
7.2.2. Divorce And The Preschool Child 

o The preschool child experiences both the loss of a parent and a break in 
daily routine. This could cause the child to revert back to infantile behaviour, 
lose bowel and bladder control, eating poorly, or having temper tantrums and 
nightmares.  

o The toddler experiences attachment anxiety, and feels guilt as predominant 
emotion. They can exhibit symptoms of clinical depression, including inability 
to sleep, disorganized behaviour, hyperactivity, as well as psychosomatic 
symptoms-tummy aches, headaches, throwing up, lower tolerance to colds, 
flu, etc. 

o Anger and harsh discipline isn’t what is needed at this time. If you are 
frustrated with your child, take a break and deal with things 20 minutes later. 
The child too is mourning a tremendous loss. Be sensitive to children's fears. 

o The preschool age child may begin to form strong feelings towards the 
opposite-sex parent. They often see the same-sex parent as a threat to this 
new relationship, and may secretly wish the same- sex parent dead (even 
verbalising this). The child may become aggressive and angry towards the 
parent they ‘blame’. 

o When a parent leaves the child is filled with guilt, believing he’s responsible 
for the break-up. Frequent visits are necessary to communicate that the child 
was not at fault. Repeatedly tell the child that they are NOT responsible for 
the divorce. 

o Toddlers often feel a sense of abandonment when their parents divorce. 
They are afraid that the parent they are left with will also “abandon” them 
(“Separation Anxiety” may occur when the parent leaves the child’s 
presence). Reassure children of how their needs will be met and of who will 
take care of them. Plan a schedule of time for children to spend with their 
other parent. Be supportive of children's ongoing relationship with the other 
parent 

o Because preschoolers struggle with the difference between fantasy and 
reality, they may have rich fantasies about their parents getting back 
together. Gently, but matter-of-factly remind the child that the divorce is final 
and that the parents will not get back together again. (Bake a Cake 
illustration).  

o They are also often jealous of the parents’ new dating partners. 
 

7.2.3. Divorce And The Primary School Child 
o They realise that they are not being abandoned and have a more realistic 

attitude, but this allows them to experience the loss with greater intensity. 
They may have difficulty accepting the reality of the changes it brings to their 
family. They may have a profoundly shaken sense of self-identity. They may 
exhibit signs of sadness and grieving because of the absence of the one 
parent. 



o As the custodian parent you may find the child exhibit anger towards you 
more than the other parent. This is okay as they are doing this because they 
feel safe to express themselves with you.  

o The child is unable see the parents as separate entities, to the child the 
mother and father are still their parents.  

o The child feels sadness as predominant emotion. They feel intensely 
deprived, vulnerable and frightened. 

o The child might fear sleeping alone. In which case the child’s bed may be 
moved into the parent’s room but this can have a negative long term effect. 
Options are for the parent to move into the child’s room, or have the child 
sleep on the floor of the parent’s room on a thin mattress. This will help the 
child to think back on the comfort of his own room. 

o The child may worry about the changes in their daily lives. At this time the 
child is insecure and requires the support and protection of parents who 
have the child’s welfare at heart. Whenever possible, both parents need to 
stay involved in children's lives with regards all aspects. 

o The child may experience problems at school - regress socially and 
academically; math skills may be especially difficult (they represent pure 
logic, and the child's mind is in chaos). 

o The child may persist in believing that they caused the break-up, and that 
they are no longer loved. It’s important to be reminded the child that even 
though mommy and daddy are living apart, they will always be the mommy 
and daddy.  They may feel abandoned by the parent who moves out of the 
house. They need to be reassured of their parent’s love and they need to 
have his questions answered. (Bake a Cake illustration) 

o Don’t burdened them with more than they have requested, gear things to be 
age-specific and never run the other parent down or expose dirty laundry to 
young children.  

o Openness is essential. Hiding issues from the child will cause speculation, 
insecurity and fear. Keep to the facts. 

 
7.2.4. Divorce And The Teenager 

o With a teenager one may experience a great amount of acting out (start 
using bad language, or become aggressive). Rebellion may rear its ugly 
head, drugs, alcohol and acting out may flood your already hectic life. 

o Teenagers may play one parent off against the other and increase the 
intensity of an already difficult situation. Their anger is often directed towards 
the mother, and may even attack verbally. 

o They can also fear relationships or marriage, thinking they two will be 
abandoned in the same manner their parents where. They may plunge 
suddenly into romantic relationships or suddenly break long-standing 
engagements. They may exhibit a profound fear of marriage, fearing that 
they are destined to repeat their parent’s mistakes. 

o Teenagers are already experiencing an identity crisis and a divorce will only 
turn their world a little more upside down. They may experience a sense of 
‘growing up too soon’, and start worrying about adult matters such as the 
family’s financial security. They may feel obligated to take on more adult 
responsibilities in the family. They may play multiple roles in one day: a 
student, Dad's therapist, Mom's escort, and little sister's "father." 

o Avoid using teenage children as confidants. 
o A vital aspect of helping youth come to terms with divorce is getting children 

to try and see the experience from their parents’ point of view. Encourage 
them to see mom and dad as individuals who have feelings, who have their 
own likes and dislikes and who do make mistakes because they are not 
perfect.  



o They feel anger as predominant emotion, with deep sadness and a sense of 
loss. They often feel isolation, which is potentially dangerous at this time due 
to this age group's suicidal tendencies. They may also distance themselves 
emotionally to protect themselves from pain.  This makes them vulnerable to 
sex and drugs. 

o Boys may act out, becoming aggressive or violent and girl being withdrawn 
or depressed but don’t make boxes, this could be reversed. If you have laid 
a foundation over the years it should stand and handle the wilderness they 
are walking through. If your teens open up to you, don't be shocked at what 
they say. 

o Slipping grades - This may be an attempt to get the parent to focus attention 
on the child, so that the parents will work together on his behalf.  

 
7.2.5. Adult Children Of Divorcing Couples 

o Unmarried adult children of divorcing couples tend to throw themselves into 
an intimate relationship in a hope to end the pain that they feel from their 
parents' divorce. Older children frequently feel trapped between warring 
parents and are angry at their parents' insensitivity to the adult children's 
feelings as children.  

 
 

7.3. THE LEGACY OF DIVORCE3  
 

7.3.1. Early Changes  
Growing up in the post-divorce is even harder for children. The lives of parents 
and children changes drastically almost overnight as parents try to rebuild their 
shattered lives. Children of every age struggle with bewildering, demanding 
adjustments in their contact with both parents. Often they have to face relocation 
to a new neighbourhood and new school, along with consequent disruption and 
losses in their friendships and activities.  
 
They’re confronted with a seriously decrease in parental involvement at the exact 
time that they need it the most. Typically the parents become the source of the 
child’s worry. ‘Who is taking care of my Dad?’ The consequences were especially 
serious for the younger children. 
 
Children of all ages reach a terrifying conclusion: personal relationships are 
unreliable, and even the closest family relationships cannot be expected to hold 
firm. 
 

7.3.2. Loneliness and Fear of Abandonment Recalled 
Specific events surrounding the separation and divorce fade, but are not forgotten 
even after a period of 25 years! Almost all the children in the study remembered 
feelings of loneliness, bewilderment, and anger at their parents.  
 
These feelings were especially powerful amongst the children who were 6 years 
and younger at the time of the divorce. For them, the loss of the parents’ 
availability was most distressing, because they had so little capacity to comfort 
themselves. 
 
 
 

                                                      
3 The Unexpected Legacy of Divorce by Wallerstein & Lewis (2004) 



7.3.3. Memories of Loss and Violence 
In nearly 25% of the children followed in the study, memories of violent scenes 
were vivid and detailed. Their fear and sense of helplessness at that time had 
been fully retained in their adult consciousness. Some of the children reported 
recurring dreams in which violent episodes were re-enacted. 
 
Although the violence stopped after the divorce was final, the children’s 
posttraumatic symptoms endured. 
 

7.3.4. Memory Fragments/Flashbacks 
Over half of the children followed in the study reported memory fragments of the 
break-up or the years that followed. These images intruded into their adult 
relationships at crisis points. Often the pain of the parent is perceived and 
internalised. 
 

7.3.5. Childhood 
A large number of children described the day their parents got divorced, as their 
last day of childhood. The older children took on a lot of the responsibility in the 
household. They were proud of their helpful role and developed compassion and a 
sense of moral responsibility at an early age. They often lost out on their childhood 
and adolescent pleasures and important aspects of their social development.  
 
As adults they installed the familiar care giving role into their own relationships, 
often seeking out needy, troubled partners whom they nurtured to their own 
emotional detriment. 
 
As adults, the majority decided not to have children of their own. Often they gave 
as their reason the deprivations in their early experiences. ‘Nothing in my 
childhood prepared me for parenting.’ 
  

7.3.6. Adolescence 
As adolescents, most of the children followed in the study experienced less 
protection than their peers in intact families. They took greater responsibilities for 
themselves. They had fewer rules, and often these were poorly enforced. There 
often was no curfew. When the youngsters were ‘grounded’ or otherwise punished 
in one parent’s home for misbehaviour, it was often not enforced in the other’s.  
 
One in five of the girls in the study had her first sexual encounter before age 14. 
Over half were sexually active with multiple partners during high school. They 
were driven by the wish to be held by a man, and to be sought after.  
 

7.3.7. Adult Relationships 
The central finding of the 25 year study is that parental divorce impacts 
detrimentally the capacity to love and be loved within a lasting committed 
relationship. Children of divorce are frightened that the same fate awaits them. 
o A third of the men and women were openly pessimistic about marriage and 

divorce and sought to avoid both. The majority were eager, even desperate, 
for a lasting relationship, and fearful that they will never achieve it. 

o Even those in a stable, satisfactory marriage felt helpless when dealing with 
conflict. Any argument or difference of opinion in a close relationship 
represented the dreaded slippery slope leading to break-up and loss. 

o Almost all of the men and women interviewed expressed a fear that the 
happier one feels, the greater the threat of sudden loss becomes. 

o Although for many, their parent’s divorce may have been wise and 
necessary, the children did not reach this conclusion until well into 



adulthood. Most regarded their parent’s divorce as representing the failure to 
achieve one of the most important of life’s tasks. 

o As the study ended 42% of the men had never married or co-habited for 
longer than six months. Half of the single men in the group led sad, isolated 
lives. Many were passive in their relationships with women and altogether 
clueless in responding to the women’s wishes or complaints when they lived 
together. 

o By contrast, none of the women were consistently alone. The dominant 
pattern was that they jumped headlong into relationships.  

 
 

7.4. HOW CAN I HELP WITH MY CHILDREN DURING THIS TIME? 
 

As a parent or any adult touching the inner circle of a child going through a divorce, the number 
one thing to realise and continually keep before you, is that they cannot handle things in the 
same way as an adult, due to lack of life experience or referencing or plain life skills. Statistics 
state that children feel 10 times more pressure and pain due to the effects of divorce and the lack 
of understanding and coping skills. It is understandable that you may be hurting and if you have 
children they are hurting even more. If you need support get it, counselling for yourself and the 
children is highly recommended! 
 
Children are deeply hurt and angered by their parents' divorce. We need to learn to 
communicate with our children; to help them make sense out of the chaos. They need to 
understand, organise and interpret the events and regain some resemblance of order. 
 
It is essential during this hurtful time to give them quality time. Children need to connect even 
more during this time. If you give them a platform on which they can interact, their needs will be 
met and development, healing and restoration can begin. 
 
Ideas of quality time: 

o You need to spend time in different environments, not just at home. Just because you are 
at work all week and want to spend time at home the whole weekend, does not mean that 
is what the children need. They have possibly been stuck inside the homes boundaries 
the whole week, because of the society we live in, kids interact less out there, where it is 
not always that safe. 

o Do family things together (even though you may feel dysfunctional). Maybe set a date 
with the kids each month, this is the time they are given a budget and they have to plan 
an outing for the family. This connection time is so vital for them in the midst of their 
troubled waters! 

o Set some family goals that can involve the kids, they are little people and have so much 
to give. Get them involved in the shopping, painting their room and planting flowers or a 
vegetable patch and so on; all age appropriate ideas of course! 

 
The pain of losing a parent can be worse than losing a spouse! To help your children deal with 
pain: 

� Try to keep things as familiar as possible (home, school, friends) 
� Nurture the child’s self-esteem (support them, praise them, affirm them) 
� Offer unconditional love, this is a very difficult time for all concerned. 
� Allow your child access to happily married families. 
� As a person of faith, help them understand that God has not forgotten them. 
� Don’t allow any negativity in your life to rub off on the children. 
� Remember things in life are mostly caught and not taught!! (They are watching you) 
� Encourage them to express their feelings (explaining it’s what we do with the feeling that 

can lead to bad things happening and actions have consequences) 



� Expect them to aim their anger at you especially if you have custody (the one they feel the 
safest with will be lashed at the most) 

� Encourage them to identify their feelings (feelings chart) 
� Learn to accept and express your feelings and encourage your children to do the same 
� Accept your children's feelings as expressed. Don't shout them down - listen and be 

thankful that they trust you enough to share with you. 
� Watch out for the stages of the grief cycle in your children (especially depression) 
� Consider finding divorce specific counselling or a support group for your children 
� Children tend to carry the pain of divorce with them into the future – as the "generational 

curse." It is false to say that, given time, the pain will go away of its own accord. God is 
the only one who can really heal this type of pain. 

 
 

7.5. HOW TO TELL THE CHILDREN 
 

o Gear it to their age. 
o Be honest and open in love (spouse bashing will further damage your kids and can 

backfire on you) 
o It is better if both parents are involved in informing the children of the divorce. Don’t 

get the child/ren to side with you against the other parent, it’s not their war 
o Address the issue of responsibility; help them to understand that both parents are 

mutually responsible for any breakdown (whether it be 5% or 95%). Emphasise that 
it is not their responsibility. Don’t let them feel that any of this is their fault. (Children 
feel they are to blame) 

o Express your own feelings - carefully. They need to understand but not be crushed 
with yours. The child has his/her own feelings to carry. 

o Answer their questions, but don't overload them with details, don’t try to manipulate 
them - they are wiser than you may think. Don’t play guessing games; let them 
know what is happening or about to happen (any changes).Answer any questions 
they may not ask (or feel afraid to ask) e.g. With whom will I live? / Will I lose my 
friends? / Where will live? How will our family change? Etc. 

o If possible pray with the children, helping them to understand that God did not make 
this happen, people make mistakes and wrong decisions and these have 
consequences! 

 

 
7.6. QUESTIONS CHILDREN OFTEN ASK 
 

7.6.1. What Kind Of Family Are We Going To Be? 
Younger children expect and live in fear of the custodial parent leaving. Being a 
single parent is an immense challenge. The choice is yours - decide that you are 
going to make a good family and resolve to work at it. There will be much 
adjustment and new skills to learn.  
How do you learn these new skills? 
o Read up on the subject or on issues you face (the internet is full of great 

resources) 
o Talk to other single parents or those having run the race and have a testimony 

of success 
o Create regular family times and new traditions 
o Set family standards (family constitution) 
o Provide your children with healthy role models, grandfather, uncle, pastor 
o Establish household responsibilities and routines 
o Arrange family vacations 
o Build them up with encouragement and praise 



o If you date: (Don’t in the 1st year) 
� talk with your kids about it 
� ask them about the person you’re dating 
� reassure them that they are your first priority (without discussing getting 

married) 
� include your date in your family, especially after the casual stage 
� remember that they are watching you 

 
7.6.2. Should I Ever Marry? 

This is a very valid question from a young adult in a divorced family. We need to 
teach them that marriage is good and can be made to work by two mature adults. 
It is important for the children to see good role models. (Bake a cake illustration) 

 
7.6.3. Am I Going To Make The Same Mistakes?  

Remind them they are unique and don’t have to make the same mistakes you 
made, but to rather learn from your mistakes. 

 
7.6.4. What Happens To Me If You Remarry? 

I wonder why stepparents have such a bad press, even from fairy tales and 
nursery rhymes. Being a step-parent is a challenge. 
o Avoid challenging the children's loyalty to their blood parent. Encourage 

contact with the absent parent.  
o Avoid the "too-much-too-soon" syndrome. Children will take time to adjust to 

new values. Too much pressure will result in resistance. Excessive use of 
power usually creates enemies. 

o Seek to provide additional love, time and support. More love and more time 
spent with the family; focus on positive goals. 

o Be scrupulously fair when it comes to discipline, don’t relax boundaries 
because you feel sorry for the kids  

o Communicate standards and expectations - focus on the positive. 
o Praise openly, and correct privately 
o Be aware that the children will look for the gaps. Make sure you are at one on 

issues before making decisions, disciplining or punishing. 
o Avoid the temptation to "buy" a child's support - you will create a monster. 
o Before your consider re-marriage or step-parenting, talk to others who have 

done it before. Prepare for the issues by talking or working through them with a 
professional if you need to. 

o Learn to work as a team, discuss, listen, negotiate, and talk about everything. 
Research shows that step-parenting / step-family issues are the greatest factor 
responsible for the failure of second marriages. Further research states that a 
blended family can take between 5-7 years to stabilise. It takes huge 
commitment and hard work. 

 
7.6.5. How could God let this happen to me? 

Divorce is a tragic event. In Malachi 2:16, God says, “I hate divorce.”  (but He still 
loves the people involved). Help the children understand the following: 
o God does not want Divorce, But He Still remains in control when it happens 
o God is there for you even if your parents aren’t. He will Take Care of You. “My 

father and mother may abandon me, but the Lord will take care of me.” (Ps 
27:10) 

o Don’t take sides; rather understand we all make mistakes, but mistakes carry 
consequences. 

o Trust God’s Wisdom, He has your best interests at heart. (for eternity)  
o Embrace Forgiving your parents (it’s for your wellness into the future)  

 



7.7. OTHER ISSUES: 
 

7.7.1. CHILDREN AND THE EX-SPOUSE 
(a) Children feel caught in the middle of a war: physical, verbal and being 

manipulated. Unless there has been severe abuse, the child needs ongoing 
contact with both parents. Why? 
o The child's self identity is tied up with both parents 
o They need the contact to sort out their own evaluation and their answers 
o Your ex will probably still be a role model 
o Younger children look at both parents as a unit. Visitation can help restore 

some sense sanity 
o They need to know that both their mother and father still love them 
o Emotional healing will be come when there is contact with both parents 
o They deserve time with both parents 

 
(b) You may want to deny contact, but consider the following: 

o Your child may resent you in later life when they work everything out for 
themselves 

o If the ex is paying maintenance, emotional involvement will make it easier 
with the money matters. 

o It provides you with some free time  
o Corrective action can be taken when problems arise 

 
(c) Your attitude can improve things if you: 

o develop an attitude of co-operation - you'll feel less resentful 
o work at making visitation pleasant 
o encourage communication 
o choose a mutually convenient time 
o ease the emotional temperature at pick-up/drop-off times 
o be positive and enjoy the free time   

 
7.7.2. CHILDREN & THE FINANCIAL IMPACT 

When one parent leaves home the remaining partner tends to carry the financial 
burden all alone. Mom may need to go out to work and money won’t be readily 
available anymore. Children will find that their may be changes, giving up on 
luxuries / dropping out of extra activities and the like.  

 
7.7.3.  CHILDREN & SEPERATED-PARENTS 

Stepparents are not meant to be a threat but as the title explains – they step in 
(a) The Effects of Step-Parenthood on Children 
In the early stages of remarriage the boys and girls are hostile, negative and 
angry, not only at their stepparents but with their biological parents as well. Their 
anger is often directed at the remarriage of their mother (predominantly the 
custodial parent) . But the anger is usually temporary. Children can find the 
remarriage somewhat traumatic, the difficulty of divided loyalties and the change 
to new routines show signs of stress, anger, defiance and frustration. A once 
stable child can become volatile, regressing to past behavioural tendencies. 
 
b) Responses to Step-Parenthood from Children 

The responses from boys and girls to step-parents differ. 
• Responses from Boys to Step-Parents - When the father leaves boys 

will be angry with their mom’s because they have lost their dad, and 
they may fight about it a great deal. But when a remarriage takes place 
they have nothing further to loose and may times view their stepfather 
as an advantage. If the stepfather does not try to be too assertive during 



the first year or two, boys tend to adapt quite well. The best result 
comes when the stepfather offers emotional support and friendship and 
does not try to enforce discipline. Step-fathers should adopt a 
disciplinary role only after they have established good relationships with 
their stepchildren. However he must be acknowledged as king and 
priest of the home. 

• Responses from Girls to Step-Parents - Girls cope more negatively 
with step-parent relationships than do boys, often turning the new home 
into an emotional battlefield. They have a particularly poor relationship 
with their stepfathers, remaining aloof and contrary. Girls tend to be very 
emotionally close to their mothers and view the stepfather as an 
intruder. They are against receiving expressions of love that involve 
touch, as they are unsure of how to love a parent who is not their own 
flesh and blood. The lesson for stepfathers to learn is: talk more and 
touch less. Girls in families with stepmothers have great difficulty in 
adjusting. Relationships between stepmothers and daughters reaches 
its lowest ebb when the new marriage is at it’s happiest. The reason for 
this is that when the father gets custody of the daughter the father-
daughter relationships develops and a close bond is formed. The 
daughter enjoys a privileged position. When the father re-marries the 
daughter views the stepmother as a competitor because the father 
devotes more time to his new wife. She displays intense jealousy. The 
situation is worsened when the stepmother tries too soon to adopt a 
parental role. This creates a conflict as the child is pulled between her 
biological mother and her stepmother. A young girl is trying to establish 
her own independence, so she views her stepfather as an outsider 
interfering in her life.  

 
(c) Helping Children with Step-Parents 

• Listen to the Children - Provide an open channel of communication 
between you and the child through programmes and messages that 
show your concern and desire to minister to children who are 
experiencing difficulty relating to “new parents” in the home. 

• Show Genuine Concern - Even if the child is unreasonable in rejecting 
their step-parent, show that you are genuinely concerned and willing to 
understand life from their perspective. Probe their situation with 
“information- gathering” questions to gain a deeper understanding of 
their life situation. 

• Expel False Myths - Stepparents are not bad and by encouraging 
children to view the new parent from a Christian perspective of love and 
acceptance they will make healthy adjustments to them. 

 
Parenting is not for cowards and parenting takes on a more challenging role as a single 
parent and even greater so as a stepparent. No matter the parenting position with grace, 
love, understanding and “pit-bull” determination you can still parent children to a place of 
becoming successful, well rounded adults.  
 
 

  



7.8. SCRIPTURE: 
 
o Math 19:14 Jesus said, "Let the little children come to me, and do not hinder them, for 

the kingdom of heaven belongs to such as these." (TNIV) 
 
o 2 Cor 1:4 He comforts us in all our troubles. Now we can comfort others when they 

are in trouble. We ourselves have received comfort from God.  
 
o Ps 57:1 "Show me your favour, God. Show me your favour. I go to you for safety. I 

will find safety in the shadow of your wings. There I will stay until the danger is gone. 
 
o Gal 6:2 Stoop down and reach out to those who are oppressed. Share their burdens, 

and so complete Christ’s law. (MSG) 
 
o Col 3:21 Fathers, do not provoke or irritate or fret your children. Do not be hard on 

them or harass them, lest they become discouraged and sullen and morose and feel 
inferior and frustrated. Do not break their spirit. 

 
o Ps 121:1-8 I lift up my eyes to the hills - where does my help come from? My help 

comes from the LORD, the Maker of heaven and earth. He will not let your foot slip - 
he who watches over you will not slumber; indeed, he who watches over Israel will 
neither slumber nor sleep. The LORD watches over you - the LORD is your shade at 
your right hand; the sun will not harm you by day, nor the moon by night. The LORD 
will keep you from all harm - he will watch over your life; the LORD will watch over 
your coming and going both now and forevermore.  

 
o Ps 8:3-4 When I consider your heavens, the work of your fingers, the moon and the 

stars, which you have set in place, what is man that you are mindful of him, the son of 
man that you care for him?  

 
o Is 41:13 For I am the LORD, your God, who takes hold of your right hand and says to 

you, Do not fear; I will help you 
 

o Lam 3 32-33 Though he brings grief, he will show compassion, so great is his 
unfailing love. For he does not willingly bring affliction or grief to the children of men.                              
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